
Characters D6 / Vedain (Nikto Slave)

Name: Vedain

Died: 4 ABY, Tatooine

Species: Kajain'sa'Nikto

Skin color: Brown

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D+1

        Blaster: 4D

        Brawling Parry: 3D+2

        Dodge: 4D+2

PERCEPTION: 2D

        Con: 2D+2

        Gambling: 3D+1

        Search: 3D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

        Intimidation: 5D

        Value: 3D+2

STRENGTH: 3D+1

        Brawling: 4D+2

        Climbing/Jumping: 4D

        Lifting: 5D

        Stamina: 4D+1

MECHANICAL: 2D+1

         Beast Riding: 3D+1

         Repulsorlift Operation: 5D

TECHNICAL: 2D+1

        First Aid: 2D+2

Special Abilities:

        Kajain'sa'Nikto Claws: Their claws add +1D to climbing and do STR+2 damage.

        Kajain'sa'Nikto Stamina: These Nikto have great stamina in desert environments. They receive a

+1D bonus to both survival: desert and stamina rolls.

        Vision: Nikto have a natural eye-shielding of a transparent keratin-like substance. They suffer no

adverse effects from sandstorms or similar conditions, nor does their vision blur underwater.

EQUIPMENT

        CREDITS - 125

               Street Clothes, Blaster Pistol (4D), Comlink, Knife (Str+1D damage)

FORCE SENSITIVE N



FORCE POINTS 1

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 3

Description: Vedain was a Kajain'sa'Nikto slave owned by the Hutt crime lord Jabba Desilijic Tiure during

the Galactic Civil War between the Galactic Empire and the Alliance to Restore the Republic.

Biography

At some point, he became slave of the crime lord Jabba Desilijic Tiure along many others. When Jabba

ordered that the rebels Luke Skywalker, Han Solo and Chewbacca be executed at the Great Pit of

Carkoon, Vedain was assigned to pilot the skiff carrying the prisoners. At the pit, Vedain was witness of

Skywalker's speech alerting Jabba about his last opportunity, warning which Jabba ignored.

Thanks to R2-D2, the prisoners managed break free with the aid of their ally Lando Calrissian, who had

been disguised as one of Jabba's men onboard Vedain's skiff. Calrissian then confronted Vedain for the

control of the skiff while Skywalker fought against Jabba's other guards and slaves and freed Chewbacca

and Solo. In order to annihilate the rebels, another Nikto guard fired a laser projectile from Jabba's sail

barge, which struck Vedain's skiff, causing him and Calrissian to fall out of the vehicle. Both fighters were

able to hold from a rope tied to the skiff's rail, but Vedain did not have the same fate as Calrissian.

Because of the fall, Vedain could not hold Calrissian and fell rolling towards the sand of the pit, falling

inside the mouth of the Sarlacc, to be slowly digested over thousands of years. 
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